WHITE TEA

White tea is the least processed of all true teas from the Camellia Sinensis plant.
During processing, the tea buds and leaves are withered and left to dry naturally
without any further heating or oxidation that would produce other tea varieties. In
general, white teas possess a light, naturally sweet flavor free from bitterness.
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DEAR ROSE organic

A blend of White Peony, rose buds, peppermint and
green tea. A stunning blend of disparate elements
that produces a vibrant mix of flavors, yet at the
same time sweet, minty, and floral, with no flavor
overpowering the other.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 16

Pot: 5.25
4oz: 30 8oz: 60

1lb: 108

HIBISCUS WHITE

A fruity tea with cabernet like flavors; this tea is
naturally sweet, fruity & refreshing. Chinese White
tea, hibiscus, cornflowers, rosehips with lychee
flavor & goji berries.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 8

Pot: 5.25
4oz: 15 8oz: 26

1lb: 48

PEACH BLOSSOM organic

White peony blended with peach blossoms to
produce a full-bodied combination of sweet, bold
white tea flavor, fruity peach notes, and a lingering
floral aroma from the blossoms.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 11

Pot: 5.25
4oz: 21 8oz: 38

1lb: 72

SAKUMA WHITE local grower!

Gorgeous & large intact leaves, steep to an
unexpected complexity uncharacteristic of typical
white teas. Sweet brininess, honey & cream hit all
at once and mellow to an approachable mild
honey flavor. Delightful lingering effect on the
palette.
Cup: 2.75 Pot: 4.75
Bulk 2oz: 7 4oz: 23 8oz: 40 1lb: 75

SILVER JASMINE organic

Silver Needle white tea naturally flavored with
Jasmine flowers and scent. The pungent, quenching
flavor of jasmine is a natural fit for the light, smooth
character of white tea.
Cup: 3.25 Pot: 5.25
Bulk 2oz: 18 4oz: 30 8oz: 58

1lb: 110

SILVER NEEDLE (Yin Zhen)

The classic, top grade white tea. Elegant, slender
buds coated in silver down. Infuses to a pale gold
color with a delicious, subtle honey-like sweetness
that lingers after drinking.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 18

Pot: 5.25
4oz: 30 8oz: 58

1lb: 110

WHITE OZZY organic

Premium Silver Needle tea blended with osmanthus
flowers. The light, smooth white tea taste blends
seamlessly with the fruity, flowery notes of the
osmanthus to make a bright, peachy, and unique
citrus-like flavor
Cup: 3.25
Pot: 5.25
Bulk 2oz: 18 4oz: 30 8oz: 58 1lb: 110

WHITE PEONY (Bai Mu Dan)

The second classic white tea, based on a “bud and
two leaves” profile. Brews up slightly darker than
Silver Needle, with a more robust flavor that
combines a trace of woodiness with the
characteristic honey-like white tea flavor.
Cup: 2.75
Bulk 2oz: 7

Pot: 4.75
4oz: 13 8oz: 24

1lb: 45

